Export Controls & Economic Sanctions Committee

This issue of the e-Newsletter is devoted to key regulatory developments from January to March 2010, including news and comment. The articles are provided by Committee members. Please follow the links below to read the full text materials.

**BAE Systems plc Agreement Raises ITAR Part 130 Compliance Issues for International Defense/Arms Trade**, Advisory, Steptoe & Johnson LLP

**BIS Issues Advisory Opinion on "Secondary Incorporation Rule"**, Alert, Arent Fox LLP

**Commerce Department Clarifies Second Incorporation Rule for Reexports**, Alert, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP

**New Developments in Canadian Export Controls on Encryption: Consultations on the Mass Market Exemption**, Article, McCarthy Tétrault LLP

**New Rules Ease U.S. Sanctions for Agricultural Exports and Free Speech**, Update, Sidley Austin LLP

**OFAC Continues to Push Open Lines of Communication in Iran, Sudan and Cuba**, Client Alert, Greenberg Traurig, LLP

**States Use Insurance Regulations to Target Companies Doing Business in Iran**, Update, Sidley Austin LLP


This e-Newsletter is for general information only. The contents, including comments prepared by attorneys and professional consultants, cannot be relied upon as legal or expert advice. Consult your own legal counsel before taking action or refraining from action based upon any of the contents of this or any other unofficial source. The contents of this e-Newsletter, including materials prepared by law firms, are not edited, and their timeliness and accuracy are not verified, by the ABA or by the Export Controls & Economic Sanctions Committee. The Committee will accept comments on any of the contents of this e-Newsletter, for possible inclusion in a future issue. If any U.S. federal tax issue is discussed in this e-Newsletter, it was not intended or written by the author or sender for, and cannot be used for the purpose of, avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or tax-related matter.